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In this paper, we give algorithms and methods of construction 
of self-dual codes over finite fields using orthogonal matrices. 
Randomization in the orthogonal group, code extension 
and projection over a self-dual basis are the main tools. 
Some optimal, almost MDS, and MDS self-dual codes over 
both small and large finite fields are constructed. Moreover, 
over fifty MDS codes with new parameters are constructed. 
Comparisons with classical constructions are made.
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1. Introduction

Self-dual codes are one of the most interesting classes of linear codes. They have 
close connections with group theory, lattice theory, design theory, and modular forms. 
It is well known that self-dual codes are asymptotically good [20]. Being optimal codes, 
MDS self-dual codes have been of much interest from many researchers. Some classical 
constructions of self-dual codes over large finite fields use combinatorial matrices [3,7]. 
Optimal self-dual codes over small finite fields were constructed in [9]. Betsumiya et al. 
[4] constructed some MDS and almost MDS self-dual codes of length up to 20 over prime 
fields Fq, 11 ≤ q ≤ 29. Georgiou et al. [10] gave constructions over some larger prime 
fields up to length 14. Grassl et al. [11] proved existence of MDS codes of all lengths 
over F2m and of all highest length over finite fields of odd characteristics. Kim et al. [18]
studied MDS self-dual codes over Galois rings. Guenda [12] constructed MDS Euclidean 
and Hermitian self-dual codes over larger fields. Jin et al. [16] proved existence of MDS 
self-codes Fq in odd characteristic for q ≡ 1 (mod 4) and for q being a square of prime 
with restricted lengths.

Recently in the classification of extremal binary self-dual codes of length 38 [2], all 
nonequivalent extremal codes of shorter lengths were reconstructed from the so-called 
orthogonal matrices and from the method [1].

In this paper we generalize the constructions of [1] from the binary field to arbitrary 
finite fields. Three main types of constructions are given: random sampling from the 
orthogonal group, code extension by two or four symbols and projection over a self-dual 
basis. For large finite fields, we consider the fields of size up to 109, and lengths up 
to 22. Over fifty MDS codes with new parameters are constructed. For small finite 
fields, specifically F3, F4, F5, we consider length up to 32. Generator matrices and weight 
enumerators are archived in http://math .ahu .edu .cn /web /user .asp ?id =25.

It should be noted that in a companion paper by Sok et al. [22], we have explored 
similar constructions for LCD codes over large finite fields. We correct some of the 
formulas there: see preliminaries.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives preliminaries and background for 
self-dual codes. Section 3 gives method to construct and to extend a self-dual code. In 
Section 4 we present numerical results of some optimal codes, almost MDS and MDS 
self-dual codes over different large fields, and compare them with classical constructions.

2. Preliminaries

We refer to [14] for basic definitions and results related to self-dual codes. A linear 
[n, k]Fq

code C of length n over Fq is a k-dimensional subspace of Fn
q . An element in 

C is called a codeword. The (Hamming) weight wt(x) of a vector x = (x1, . . . , xn) is 
the number of non-zero coordinates in it. The minimum distance (or minimum weight) 
d(C) of C is d(C) := min{wt(x) | x ∈ C, x �= 0}. The Euclidean inner product of 
x = (x1, . . . , xn) and y = (y1, . . . , yn) in Fn

q is x ·y =
∑n

i=1 xiyi. The dual of C, denoted 
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